Detectives Seeking Information On A Truck Involved In Fatal

King County: At approximately 2:06am on December 10, 2017, the Washington State Patrol (WSP) responded to a report of a one vehicle serious collision NB I-5 in the area of Roanoke. When troopers arrived, CPR was in progress. Once the Seattle Fire Department arrived lifesaving efforts were continued but unfortunately the individual was pronounced deceased at Harborview Medical Center. This individual was identified as 20 year old Taylor Hulsey.

According to the witnesses, this vehicle was involved in some type of road rage incident prior to the collision. The other vehicle was described as a red Dodge Ram pickup with tinted windows. The passenger in Hulsey’s vehicle stated that the red Dodge pickup made contact with them which is still under investigation by detectives. WSP detectives believe that whether contact was made or not, the occupants of the red Dodge pickup were aware a collision had occurred.

Washington State Patrol detectives are seeking anyone with information in reference to the Dodge Ram pickup or the events leading up to this tragic incident. Please contact Detective Medeiros at (425) 401-7719 or by email at ruth.medeiros@wsp.wa.gov.
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